
DEFLORIAN/TAGLIARINI 

REWIND 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

TECH RIDER 

 

Space size: minimum 9x9mt. 

NAKED SPACE or BLACK BOX german style with entrance on the upper sides > it 
depends by the space à we ask photos of the stage to decide it. 

BLACK DANCEFLOOR all over the stage. 

 

Lighting requirements (provided by the venue)   > see the light plot attached. 

• 15 PC 1kw 
• 4 PC 2kw 
• 7 PROFILE zoom 25°-50° 

> Enough cables to cover all the light plot.  

Minimum 24 dimmer channels. 

Light mixer with submasters. 

 

Sound requirements (provided by the venue) 

 
• P.A System with 2/4 full range speakers  
• 1 Mic Shure Sm58  
• Analogic sound mixer 

 
 
à  *** we need a table on the stage where to put the audio and light mixer  
> they are controlled by the performers. 
 

Video requirements:  

1 Videoprojector for subtitles  

(>> to discuss the model because depends by the position of the text) 
  



Setup and rehearsal time: 

We required one day prior to the performance to set up of stage, light, sound and a full 
rehearsal (H 10-19). 

The day of the performance will be dedicated for additional lighting and sound settings and 
for final stage cosmetics. 

Local crew: 

2 light technician + 1 sound technician (+ 2 stage technicians for black box, in case) for the 
day of the set up 

1 light technician + 1 sound technician for the day of the show. 

 

Notes 

 

- We required min two dressing rooms, possibly with bathroom and showers.  

- The stage manager or some responsible have to remain in the space for all the time the 
company works.  

- The sound and light console has to be placed in a way that permit to the technician to see 
the whole stage area, possibly in a central position, though please not in a closed house 
board. 

 

* Variations of the tech rider and of the requirements are possible, but have to be 
agreed previously with the company.  

 

 

 

Contact: Giulia Pastore | giulia.pastore@yahoo.it | +39.339.1700063 

 



 

 

 


